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Abstract. Japanese national broadcasting NHK provides 15 min TV drama
program every morning. That is called as national TV program and many people
enjoy it. Every half year contents of drama is changed. Recently “ASAGAKITA”
was televised. This drama described one lady life who established the first
insurance company almost 100 year ago. In the programbowing stylewas different
from that at present, and viewers felt that it was very cute bowing and loved it very
much, so that viewing rate was very high. In this paper classification of bowing
style appeared in this program and comparison between those styles and present
bowing. Also relation between bowing style and viewing rate was discussed.
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1 Introduction

TV program greatly affects Japanese daily life. People can communicate each other by
talking about contents of TV program and often guide people to one direction of
political movement. In this paper we examine Japanese people hospitality so called
OMOTENASHI in famous TV program; “Asa-Dora”. In OMOTENASHI bowing is
very important, so that bowing style and scene were investigated. Through bowing
style Japanese people attitude was discussed. First the meaning of “Asa-Dora” was
explained and high viewer rating dram “Asa ga kita” was presented. In this drama all of
bowing seens scene were picked up and the style was divided into 6 type and relation
between the style and scene was discussed.

2 The Meaning of “Asa-Dora”

<“Dora” is short for “Drama”> It is the drama broadcast in the morning slot every day.
Especially, it refers to “Television novel” it had been broadcasted from 1961 by
NIPPON HOSO KYOKAI (NHK). It is general term the drama broadcast by NHK.
Broadcasting form is changing gradually, but the basic form is one story is 15 min are
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broadcasted 6 days a week for a half year (26 weeks, about 156 times). It is picked up
on media as Japanese representative drama with “epic drama”. This is only the drama
program audience rating of every time and every week is released. Most of the stories
are home drama based on the heroine’s life and their family, and the main character is
basically woman.

3 The Story of “Asa ga kita”

In end of Edo period, she was born as the second daughter into wealthy merchant family
in Kyoto. Her name is Asa (Haru) who is the tomboy likes Sumo very much. She has a
sister Hatsu (Miyazaki Aoi) who is eager to lessons of Koto and sewing. They married
into their fiancés in Osaka, and they lived through a turbulent Era in Osaka.

Asa got married to Shinjiro (Tamaki Hiroshi) who is the second son at a famous
exchange company Kanoya in Osaka, but after began Meiji Era, their business had
been critical because it couldn’t meet the new era. Shinjiro said “Making money isn’t
my nature.” and he began amusing with shamisen. When Kanoya will go bankrupt,
Shinjiro took the new job to Asa “the management of a coal mine”. He said “It is the
age of coal now.” His words made Asa became absorbed in “business” she has be
interested from she was a child.

Asa went to Kyushu there are a lot of coal by oneself, and she met coal miners who
didn’t work while drinking. On the one hand, Hatsu married into the oldest exchange
company Sannojiya, but it went bankrupt due to the Meiji Restoration. After that Hatsu
disappeared like skipped town at night. Asa could find her at last, and she offered
supporting money to Hatsu. However, she and her husband Soube (Tsukamoto Yu)
declined it, and they went to Wakayama to restart their lives.

The time has passed, Asa was working as businesswoman, but there were a lot of
trouble in male-oriented society. One day, she met Godai Tomoatsu (Dean Fujioka)
who makes an effort for development of Osaka. He said “Support people who are going
to start new business!” Asa accepted the bank business, and supported a lot of people.
Then, she also trained the first women bank clerk.

Kanoya begin life insurance business, and their business expansion was progres-
sive. Asa accepted the final job was founding the first girls’ school. She could collect
donation by her vitality and virtue. The day of foundation, Asa talked to students about
her thought of education for girls.

After that, she back out of all business, and decided to live the rest of her life with
Shinjiro. At last, she talked to students about her thought from her experience.

4 Audience Rating and Reputation of “Asa ga kita”

4.1 “Asa ga kita”AverageAudienceRating is theHighest in theWorld 23.5

“Asa” of the title means morning in English. This title has a meaning “This drama will
make the world brightly such as the morning coming lead opening the new world.”

It is the effective to make the highest rating that an era setting is the period of great
change from end of Edo to Meiji. Today this society was enveloped in sense of
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hopelessness, and we can’t see the future well. We can be absorbed in this drama because
there is how the woman lived through this turbulent era with great paradigm shift.

In addition, this is important Kansai was the theater of this drama because if it was in
same era, we can see it from different viewpoint depend on each position. It makes new
discovery. Almost Bakumatsu restoration dramawasmainly samurai storywhen Edowas
the theater of drama. In this case, it wasn’t interesting because there was a custom in
samurai family.However, on “Asa ga kita”, there are a lot ofOsakamerchantwith vitality.

Haru who performed Asa went well with the character. Her fresh performance as
amateur actress matched the young hostess in exchange company and person in charge
of coal mine. She could become the heroine who we want to cheer her.

Older sister Hatsu also worked actively in the first half of this drama. She gave
large depth because of her life and character different from Asa. This is one of “double
heroine” structure, amateur actress Haru and versatile actress Miyazaki Aoi, so viewer
saw this drama while comparing the two lives.

“Asa ga kita” has three factors of Asa-Dora’s royal road “woman’s biography”,
“working drama”, and “grown up story”.

Standing 15 30 45

Sitting 30° 45

Fig. 1. Various bowing style
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5 Observation

“Asa ga kita” was watched carefully and bowing scene was picked up. The bowing
style was classified into 6 kinds; sitting bowing and standing bowing, and inclination
angle was 15°, 30° and 45°. Examples are shown in Fig. 1. Scene was categorized into
5 kinds: Greeting, Apologizing, Acknowledgment, Requesting and Thanks. Total
observation time was 360 min 24 times broadcasting.

6 Results

Total 70 scene was observed. These data was summarized in Table 1. The type of
bowing, scene, person name who did bowing, person name whom was received
bowing were appeared in this table.

Table 1. Bowing scenes

Expression and action when they are bowing Person who bow Situation

Sitting Bow 15°
“May I come in?” When Asa’s mother go into a room and
open the fusuma

Asa’s mother Greeting

“I’m sorry.” Asa’s father get angry because Asa play with an
abacus

Asa Apologize

“I’m sorry.” Asa’s father tell Asa to learn etiquette Asa Apologize
“You are absolutely right.” Shinjiro’s father said to Asa’s
father to wedding won’t be done because Shinjiro’s older
brother died

Asa’s father Approve

“Certainly.” Mother-in-low tell Asa to wear beautiful kimono
when she go out, but it doesn’t her intention

Asa Approve

“I’m sorry, you are right.” Asa learned about trust of the
company from father-in-law

Asa Apologize

Sitting Bow 30°
“Please have a nice stay.” Shinjiro leave the room Shinjiro Greeting
“I’m sorry.” run in the corridor and open the fusuma Asa Apologize
“Huyu, please be sure to take care of Asa.” Mother ask Fuyu
to take care of Asa

Huyu Request

“I’m very sorry.” Asa’s father don’t tell about the death of
Shinjiro’s brother

Asa’s father Apologize

“Thank you for wating.” Shinjiro was lating for wedding Shinjiro Greeting
“I’ll leave it to you.” When Shinjiro’s mother leave the room.
After that she bowed keeping silent

Shinjiro’s mother Request

“Thanks a lot.” Father-in-low appreciates Asa that she wants
to maintain family business as daughter-in-low

Shinjiro’s father Gratitude

“Thank you.” Asa do some mending for head clerk. Head Gratitude

(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

Expression and action when they are bowing Person who bow Situation

“I’m very sorry.” Ume apologize because Asa say about the
management of the company

Ume Apologize

“Thank you for your thoughtfulness.” Asa worrys about the
company.

Shinjiro’s father Gratitude

“Please take care.” Huyu give the letter written on cloth to Asa
when they met by coincidence

Huyu Greeting

“I’m sorry. I said only strange things though you listen to
me.”

Asa Apologize

Sitting Bow 45°
“We showed disgraceful attitude.” Asa’s father found shinjiro
was seeing Asa when she danced with abacus. Mother
45°/Father 30°

Asa’s father and
mother

Apologize

Asa’s parents apologize because Asa run out of room. Mother
45°/Father 30°

Asa’s father and
mother

Apologize

“I hope your next visit.” to guest who came to the company Staff who is sitting Request
“Welcome.” Shinjiro’s father/

Asa/ Hatsu
Greeting

“I’m the older son, Shotaro.” self-introduce Shotaro Greeting
“I’m the older daughter, Hatsu.” Hatsu Greeting
“I’m the second daughter, Asa.” Asa Greeting
“Please take care of my brother.” Shinjiro’s brother greets
them

Eizaburo Greeting

“I’m very sorry.” Shinjiro leave the room Shotaro Apologize
“I’m Hastu.” Hatsu greet the family-in-low Hatsu Greeting
“Yes.” Sobe’s mother said to Hatsu that you should be mature
as son’s wife, and Hatsu responded to her

Hatsu Approval

“I’m sorry.” Asa fell down because she was distracted by an
insect on tatami, and her leg was about to hit Sobe’s face

Asa Apologize

“Thank you for your help you show to me.” Godai come to
the company

Sobe Greeting

“I’m sorry.” Staff apologized staff Apologize
“Please.” Sobe’s father request that fiancée change Asa to
Hatsu

Sobe’s father 頼む

“Certainly.” Ume asked to take care of Hatsu Ume Approval
“OK.” Fuyu asked to take care of Asa by mother Fuyu Approval
“I’m sorry.” Shinjiro’s father offer to postpone we marriage Shinjiro’s father Apologize
“Please don’t mention it.” Shinjiro’s father said it when Asa’s
parents apologized

Shinjiro’s father Apologize

“I’m very sorry.” Asa apologized she sent letter brazenly
when Shinjiro’s brother wasn’t good

Asa Apologize

“Nice to meet you.” At wedding ceremony All present Greeting

(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

Expression and action when they are bowing Person who bow Situation

“I’m sorry that I went out without permission. Asa went out to
meet Hatsu without permission

Asa Apologize

“I’m sorry.” Asa ask her father-in-low to help his business,
but it was declined

Asa Apologize

“I really apologize.” Hatsu’s mother-in-low got angry because
she heard that Hatsu’s mother ask Hatsu about her business

Hatsu’s mother Apologize

“Don’t meddle in other people’s business.” Asa interfered in
business, and be worned her father-in-low

Asa Apologize

“OK. Thank you father.” Asa’s father-in-low left a business
case to Asa

Asa Gratitude

“Please work hard together.” Recoganized that Asa is a
member of his business

Father-in-low Request

“Yes,sir.” father-in-low left a business case to Asa Asa Request
“Yes, I correct it immediately.” Father-in-low asked Asa to
count all money

Asa Gratitude

“Good morning.” Asa saw Shinjiro going out Asa Greeting
“I’m very sorry. It was my foult.” Asa returned money for
almost guest

Asa Apologize

“Please, I’d like to lend us money.” Sobe and Hatsu went to
Hatsu’s house to lend money

Sobe Hatsu Request

“Thank you to see me.” Asa saw Tamatoshi who is wealthy
merchant in Nara

Asa Gratitude

“Thanks.” Tamatoshi rend Asa money. Asa Gratitude
Standing Bow 15°
“Good bye.” Sobe’s mother left the house Sobe’s mother Greeting
“Thank you.” Hatsu ask her mother to appoint Ume who is
Asa’s assistant, and her mother was convinced

Hatsu Request

“Thanks.” Sobe gave Hatsu a textile when she open the door Hatsu Gratitude
“Good morning.” Shinjiro greeted the shop staff Shinjiro Greeting
“Work hard together.” After morning assembly, Shinjiro and
staffs greeted each other

Shinjiro’s
father/staff

Greeting

“I’ll go right away.” When Hatsu go out with Sobe, Asa
visited them and talked. He has gone

Hatsu Apologize

“Sorry, sorry.” Head clerk apologize men at the room where
Asa stay

head clerk Apologize

“I am Saisuke Godai.” Godai greeted Shinjiro Godai Greeting
“I’m in a hurry. Good bye.” Hatsu greeted Asa and head clerk Hatsu Greeting
Standing Bow 30°
“Sorry.” A handgun got into Asa’s kimono and she has run
after, so she talked big for Godai. But after that she apologized

Asa Apologize

“I looked forward your coming.” When going Shiraoka house Head clerk Greeting

(continued)
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7 Discussion and Conclusion

Table 2 shows statistic of bowing style. The sitting 45° bowing is almost a half of total
number. And then the order is sitting 30°, standing 15° and standing 30°. The standing
45° is very rare case.

Japanese people life style is Tatami culture, so that sitting bow is majority. The
meaning of 45° is, that is deep bowing, apologize. It can be said that bowing style
contains the expression of person’s feeling. Apologize feeling brings deep bowing, so
that from bowing style we can estimate person’s feeling.

Table 1. (continued)

Expression and action when they are bowing Person who bow Situation

“I’m very sorry.” Hatsu apologize Shinjiro because Asa hid in
a closet

Hatsu Apologize

“Please do me a favor.” Asa asked Sobe to smile for Hatsu Asa Request
“I’d like to grant my request.” Hatsu asked her mother to
choose Ume, not Fuyu as Asa’s assistant

Hatsu Request

“Very sorry, Shinjiro.” Staff was about to hit Shinjiro Staff Apologize
“Hello.” Asa greet to master of syamisen Miwa Asa Greeting
Standing Bow 45°
“I hope your next visit.” to guest who came to the company Asa’s father Request
“I’m sorry.” Shinjiro forget to wedding and go to see autumn
leaves

Clerk Apologize

Table 2. Classification of bowing style and scene

Sitting bow Standing bow
15° 30° 45° 15° 30° 45°

Greeting 1
16%

3
25%

9
27%

5
56%

2
28%

Apologizing 3
50%

4
33%

13
38%

2
22%

3
43%

Acknowledgment 2
33%

3
9%

Requesting 2
16%

5
15%

1
11%

2
28%

Thanks 3
25%

4
12%

1
11%

Total 6
9%

12
17%

34
49%

9
13%

7
10%

70
100%
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